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Metameric Inpainting for Image Warping
Rafael Kuffner dos Anjos, David R. Walton, Kaan Akşit, Sebastian Friston,

David Swapp, Anthony Steed and Tobias Ritschel

Abstract—Image-warping, a per-pixel deformation of one image into another, is an essential component in immersive visual experiences
such as virtual reality or augmented reality. The primary issue with image warping is disocclusions, where occluded (and hence unknown)
parts of the input image would be required to compose the output image. We introduce a new image warping method, Metameric image
inpainting - an approach for hole-filling in real-time with foundations in human visual perception. Our method estimates image feature
statistics of disoccluded regions from their neighbours. These statistics are inpainted and used to synthesise visuals in real-time that are
less noticeable to study participants, particularly in peripheral vision. Our method offers speed improvements over the standard structured
image inpainting methods while improving realism over colour-based inpainting such as push-pull. Hence, our work paves the way
towards future applications such as depth image-based rendering, 6-DoF 360 rendering, and remote render-streaming.

Index Terms—Inpainting, warping, perception, real-time rendering
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 T HE quality requirements for computer-generated content have2

been increasing for many years, with no sign of slowing3

down. Meanwhile, immersive, mobile, and remote applications have4

gained popularity. These applications have either higher rendering5

requirements (e.g., high, constant frame-rate or stereo), run on less6

powerful devices, or have limited access to data.7

Image warping is an operation that allows re-rendering frames8

from alternative viewpoints using present per-pixel motion or9

view information. Alternative viewpoints can be offset in space or10

time. Image warping plays a crucial role in enabling these novel11

applications through latency compensation, stereo view synthesis12

or temporal upsampling [28]. A problem that will inevitably arise13

during warping is the disocclusion of regions for which there is no14

content to warp. Filling these “holes” with perceptually inaccurate15

content reduces the perceived realism of the rendered scenes. Thus,16

Inpainting algorithms fill a region of unknown pixels with plausible17

content [3].18

Our definition of plausible depends on the application, context,19

and viewing conditions. Ideally, we would be able to predict20

precisely the missing information (e.g., predicting a mouth or eye21

on a face with a missing piece). In practice though, it is sufficient22

that the approximation is adequate for the context. When inpainting23

video, one might be able to find the accurate information to inpaint24

from future or past frames [33], but this is not guaranteed, and only25

viable if the video completion operation is performed offline due26

to the complex nature of this task. Recently, this problem has been27

approached using neural networks [44, 51, 52], which are able to28

take surroundings into account when predicting the missing content.29

These neural network approaches have been used extensively in30

image restoration and completion applications. However, they are31

typically complex to control, many are not temporally coherent,32

and their execution times prohibit real-time applications.33
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In this paper we propose metameric image inpainting. In 34

colourimetry, two colours are considered metamers if they have 35

different spectral power distributions, but are perceived as the same. 36

Unlike metamers in colourimetry, Freeman and Simoncelli [11] 37

explore a different type of metamer: images that are considerably 38

different in content but are perceived as the same. An excellent 39

example of such metamers as explored by Freeman and Simoncelli 40

[11] are ventral metamers (see also [16, 40, 41, 48]), which are 41

pairs of images that are perceived identically by peripheral vision. 42

To briefly summarise, different patches may be perceived as the 43

same due to the similarity in image statistics, which are vital 44

components of the visual system. Therefore, it does not matter 45

what exactly is being inpainted into holes, it should just agree in 46

the statistics with what would be there. Our main observation is 47

that methods such as the classic push-pull algorithm [15] inpaint 48

missing regions with low-frequency content only, which can lead 49

to unconvincing results when the high-frequency statistics are not 50

matched. 51

Our hypothesis is that inpainting a disoccluded region with 52

visual metamers improves the plausibility of warped images 53

compared to naïve inpainting algorithms. This is aligned with 54

the physiology of human vision for two reasons: First, if inpainting 55

happens in the periphery – the largest part of the image – it 56

is known [12, 39, 48] that a metamer is perceived to be more 57

similar to a reference than blur. Second, if the inpainting happens 58

in the fovea, a metamer is favorable owing to the properties of 59

typical applications for warping: in stereo view synthesis, fusion 60

of regions without luminance patterns is harder or impossible, if 61

contradicting [7]. In temporal upsampling or latency compensation 62

applications, exposure of warped and inpainted frames is short, and 63

at short exposures, the human visual system largely behaves as a 64

texture discriminator [38], meaning that inpainting a disocclusion 65

with content of a similar texture to the background will likely be 66

sufficient. 67

Our implementation uses smooth image moments of steerable 68

filters that can be calculated in real-time to analyze the content 69

surrounding a disoccluded region, and synthesise a visual metamer 70

to fill the missing part. The key to making this work is inpainting 71

that stops at depth edges, and a one-pass extension to warping to fill 72
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Fig. 1: Overview of our approach, including a warping step with consistent depth, a inpainting of moments and a metamerization step.

disocclusions with reliable depth values useful for edge-stopping.73

Technical contributions of our work include:74

• A practical, parallel real-time method to fill disocclusion75

with patterns that share the visual statistics of their sur-76

roundings.77

• A method to fill disocclusions with background depth in a78

single pass based on depth range partitioning.79

2 RELATED WORK80

Our work combines two main themes in graphics: 3D image81

warping and plausible inpainting of image holes.82

Warping composes a target image under some condition (view,83

time, light) by deforming an image made under another condi-84

tion [28]. Common applications include temporal up-sampling [50],85

latency compensation [10] or synthesising stereo views from a86

single image [6]. A typical approach connects pixels at multiple87

resolution levels into polygons, which are then transformed and88

drawn into the new condition [6]. Alternatively, methods have89

been suggested to search for the source pixel to sample for the90

target image [32]. Several methods make use of more than one input91

image to be composed into a single target image [37, 43] or to store92

shading results into an atlas [31]. A primary difficulty with image93

warping is that some parts of the image under the target condition94

may not be observed in the source condition (disocclusion). Our95

approach is concerned with compensating for such missing areas96

with inpainting.97

Inpainting seeks to fill missing parts of images (“holes”) with98

plausible values. In our particular case, these holes are due to99

disocclusions of warping, although real-time inpainting has a range100

of other applications, including Diminished Reality (DR) [18, 30,101

42].102

A very simple inpainting method fills the colour values by103

a linear combination of neighbours, for example the popular104

push-pull method [15]. This approach is fast, but the resulting105

inpainted regions are strongly smoothed and lacking in higher106

frequency detail. More advanced methods exist, such as the often-107

used sequential approach [3], PatchMatch [1] and state-of-the-art108

methods using neural networks [44, 51, 52], but these are complex,109

non-GPU friendly and too computationally demanding for real-110

time, interactive applications. They are more suited to offline111

image-editing applications.112

The inpainting task is slightly different for image warping that113

typically comes with access to a depth buffer [4, 14, 47], and where114

inpainting should handle the foreground and background differently.115

However, the depth is often not known for the holes, meaning that116

using it in a guided filter is a particularly hard challenge.117

The idea of our inpainting is based on [48], which enables a fast118

method to extract spatially-localised statistics of filter responses119

[35] from a source image and apply them to a target image.120

Akin to texture synthesis, the resulting image is a “remix” of121

the input image that is perceived similarly i.e., they are metamers 122

of each other [11]. While the original method has been applied 123

to foveated rendering, where the statistics change according to 124

the pooling of the ventral stream [39, 46] we here apply it to 125

producing perceptually plausible patterns from a context. By 126

induction, these patterns should be particularly effective when 127

presented in the periphery of the viewer’s vision, where the visual 128

system only perceives pooled statistics, not details. Unlike other 129

classic [9, 17, 24, 25, 34, 49] or learned texture synthesis work 130

[13, 20, 21], this approach is localised in space (different textures 131

in different places) and runs in real-time as it makes use of constant 132

per-pixel time operations and moment maps [8]. 133

Inpainting is now routinely used for novel-view synthesis, 134

where stereo is estimated from a photo and warping in combination 135

with inpainting enables changing the viewpoint [19]. These 136

approaches rely on an intricate analysis of the input, a single 137

static image, often involving executing one or multiple neural 138

networks and optimizations that require in the order of seconds to 139

produce high-quality results for varying views [23, 45, 54]. Our 140

approach performs both the analysis of a changing input and the 141

synthesis of an output at high quality and at high speed. 142

3 REAL-TIME WARPING WITH PLAUSIBLE DISOC- 143

CLUSIONS 144

Overview Our approach computes a warped RGB map without 145

holes from an RGBZ map and a 2D flow map input as summarised 146

in Fig. 1. First, we perform a modified warping operation that 147

provides three results: the warped RGB map with holes, a warped 148

Z image with background depth in disoccluded areas, and a binary 149

disocclusion map (Sec. 3.1). Second, we calculate statistics of 150

visual features across the unoccluded areas of the RGB map 151

(Sec. 3.2). Third, we inpaint the disoccluded region with the 152

statistics using a depth-aware push-pull (Sec. 3.3). Finally, a RGB 153

realization of the statistics is computed to fill the disocclusions 154

(Sec. 3.4). We will detail all four steps next. 155

3.1 Warping with Background Depth in Disocclusions 156

Our inpainting requires a specific warping operation to produce 157

(1) an RGB map; (2) a binary occlusion map; and (3) a depth 158

map in which disoccluded pixels have the depth value of the 159

the background. The benefit of having background depth will be 160

explained in Sec. 3.3.2, but it is intuitive to assume that disoccluded 161

regions would have background depth and we want to inpaint from 162

background to background and not from foreground to foreground. 163

Classic warping will provide (1) and (2), but not (3), which can 164

be surprisingly hard to do. A naïve approach to get background 165

depth is to apply push-pull [15] to the depth buffer. Unfortunately, 166

this would create a smooth gradient of depth instead of the 167

background depth. What we need instead is strictly the background, 168

as we want the hole to be filled with a metamer that shares 169
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Fig. 2: Three ways to warp an input (first column) RGB image (top
row) in conjunction with depth (bottom row): Drawing all pixel
quads will “smear” the object across the image, producing neither
correct depth nor a disocclusion mask (second column). Removing
such stretched quads (third column) will avoid this issue and result
in an occlusion mask but undefined holes in depth. Our approach
fills holes with background depth (fourth column).

the statistics with only the background. Unfortunately, existing170

approaches to account for depth in push-pull [29] are not applicable171

here either, as they do not guarantee background, but close holes172

e.g., due to point rendering or foreground noise.173

Instead of fixing depth post-hoc from an already-warped image,174

we suggest to address this ab-initio on the level of the warping.175

The idea is as follows (Fig. 3): when warping, neighbouring pixels176

are drawn as quads [6, 28, 37]. When a quad stretches more than a177

threshold it means it connects foreground and background. We call178

such a quad to be stretched. Drawing them, a circle warped on top179

of a plane would leave an unwanted “trail” (Fig. 2, second column).180

Hence, stretched quads are typically discarded in previous work181

(Fig. 2, third column). Our idea is not to eliminate, but to keep182

them in a special way.183
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Fig. 3: Combining stretched and non-stretched quads: The first
column shows the warped primitives in the scene from Fig. 2. The
second and third column split the primitives between stretched and
non-stretched ones. Both are drawn to the same colours and depth
buffer, but with altered depth values. Three particular quads are
indicated by the black lines in the image - two were not stretched
by the warping, and the one connecting them has been stretched.
The first row shows colour, the second row conventional depth
values and the third row depths using our partitioning. The last
column shows the result of the draw operations.

First, we note that the minimum of the depth of all four vertices184

of a stretched quad is an approximation of the background depth.185

Hence, we keep the stretched quad, but draw it in a special way as186

to only fill the hole with that minimal depth and leave all non-hole187

pixels unchanged. We do so by disabling interpolation of depths188

for stretched quads, writing the minimum depth of the four vertices189

at all pixels in the quad.190

However, we still need to ensure the stretched quads are only191

rendered into disoccluded regions, and encode the disocclusion 192

map in some way. We achieve both goals at once by re-partitioning 193

our depth range. The depth at each pixel d is replaced by the 194

re-partitioned depth dr according to the following rule: 195

dr =

{
0.5d if quad is not stretched
1−0.5d if quad is stretched

(1)

This maps all depths from non-stretched quads to the range 196

[0,0.5] and all depths from stretched quads to the range (0.5,1], 197

also flipping them in the process (i.e. 0.5 represents the greatest 198

possible depth, and 1.0 the smallest). Note this implicitly encodes 199

the disocclusion information in the depth map - if a pixel has a 200

depth greater than 0.5, it belongs to a stretched quad, and is thus in 201

a disoccluded region. 202

The remapping also means that stretched quads have greater 203

depth values than non-stretched quads, and will always fail the 204

depth test where a non-stretched quad is present. This means they 205

will only be drawn into disoccluded regions. 206

In the event that two stretched quads overlap in a disoccluded 207

region, since the depths are flipped, the quad with the greater raw 208

depth value d will be drawn. This is desirable as our goal in the 209

disoccluded regions is to render the surrounding background depths, 210

and as such it makes sense to pick the most distant depth value in 211

these cases. 212

For the purpose of the depth-aware inpainting, the depth values 213

can be un-partitioned and mapped back to the usual original range. 214

3.2 Features of an incomplete image 215

We calculate a steerable pyramid [12] of an input image I in a 216

decorrelated colour-space (YCbCr) [36], which estimates frequency 217

responses at different scales and perceptual channels, mimicking 218

the behaviour of the human visual system. Steerable pyramids 219

apply a pair of direction sensitive filters to each level in the MIP 220

map of I. The response to an orientation is a linear combination 221

of the two main filter directions. Applying multiple pyramids at 222

different orientations will deconstruct the image into frequencies 223

at different orientations and scales, similar to a two-dimensional 224

Fourier transform. Our pyramids are produced in real-time by 225

convolving the source image with a set of small spatial filters, 226

following [48]. We produce steerable pyramids for two orientations. 227

a) b) c)

Fig. 4: Applying a steerable pyramid filter to an image with missing
(disoccluded) regions can produce false responses. Disoccluded
regions are shown as checkerboards. a) Input image. b) Horizontal
filter response amplitudes show in red - note false responses around
disocclusion. c) Dilating the disoccluded region to remove false
responses.

However, if not treated specially, the missing regions in the 228

input images would produce spurious frequency responses in the 229

steerable pyramid, as the steerable filters would capture the change 230

from background content to blank pixels, as shown in Fig. 4. 231

The preferred way to handle undefined pixels are normalised 232

convolutions [22]. These simply sum the product of weights with 233

the alpha mask and divide (normalise) the convolution result by 234
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this value. We will indeed use such techniques to apply convex235

filters for inpainting statistics. Unfortunately, the feature detection236

filters in a steerable filter pyramid, akin to oriented edge filters, are237

concave, and normalised convolutions are not valid for concave238

filters. In fact, since the sum of the weights of an oriented steerable239

pyramid filter is zero, normalising such a filter is not in general240

mathematically well-defined.241

Thus, after calculating the steerable pyramid of our input image,242

we expand the disoccluded region by the radius of our kernel K,243

treating its boundary as an unknown region, given that the filter244

responses there are unreliable. This is achieved by applying a245

morphological dilation operation to the disocclusion mask after246

filtering. Note, that the amount of dilation required is different for247

every level, as it depends on resolution. The dilated masks are only248

used where necessary, for performing convolutions with concave249

kernels - for other applications we use the original disocclusion250

masks.251

3.3 Inpainting Statistics252

Inpainting is performed for every level of the feature statistics253

pyramid independently. It maps a map of feature activations254

(explained in the previous Sec. 3.2) with holes to a map of255

feature activations statistics without holes. Two key aspects enable256

this, technically: very simple and compact moment descriptors257

(Sec. 3.3.1) and their edge-stopping inpainting (Sec. 3.3.2). We258

will discuss both, next.259

3.3.1 Weighted Moments260

We recall that [48] are creating smooth maps of moments (means E261

and variances V) of feature responses X . As V[X ] =E[X ]2−E[X2],262

in their task it is enough to blur feature maps X , as well as feature-263

square maps X2 to compute the first two moments. The same works264

for inpainting, as any operator EO that is a weighted mean (i.e.,265

linear, positive-weighted, partition of unity) will also induce a266

weighted variance VO[X ] = O[X ]2−O[X2]. Now, push-pull [15]267

itself is such a convex operator. Recall, that push-pull performs268

two passes: the first (pull) reduces resolution, averaging only valid269

values. The second (push) increases resolution again, replacing270

undefined pixels by blurry versions from a coarser resolution. Doing271

so, blur weights might vary spatially, even depend on context, but272

in the end they are positive weights, summing to one, multiplied273

with pixel values (be it pixel colour features or their squares), and274

therefore, push is also a convex operation. Hence, simply applying275

push-pull pp to the feature map X and squares-of-features map X2
276

produces two other per-pixel maps pp(X) and pp(X2) from which277

we read the two moments mean and variance pp(X)2−pp(X2), all278

in constant time per pixel and parallel.279

The original push-pull algorithm uses normalised convolutions280

[22] in which a reduction of several input pixels into one output281

pixel will make that output pixel entirely valid as soon as any of282

the input pixels is valid. This is because the normalised convolution283

divides by the sum of the weights, except for the case where284

the divisor is zero, in which case the output remains undefined.285

We found this to be less temporally stable and use the following286

modification. Instead of eagerly making pixels valid as soon as287

possible, we track also partial weights when pulling. Doing so,288

pixels become valid more slowly, hence later in the pyramid, and289

so the result becomes spatially more blurry. Note that this blur290

is in the statistics domain, so the metamer realization still has all291

frequencies, just that their statistics change more slowly over space.292

This again leads to overblurring. To adjust temporal stability and 293

spatial locality, we suggest applying a non-linearity to the alphas 294

after each normalised convolution by raising them to a power, γ . 295

For γ = 1, we have maximal temporal stability but spatial blur. For 296

γ = 0 we would have the original push-pull with good locality but 297

flicker. We present all our results for a compromise at γ = .5. 298

3.3.2 Edge-stopping 299
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Fig. 5: a) Starting from an RGB (top) or feature map (Bottom) input
(first column), common inpainting will blend between foreground
and background areas (second column), while it should stop at
edges (third column). b) The desired behavior for three points
is to fetch information from circles just large enough to have
enough valid information, to ignore undefined values and to ignore
foreground values (darker yellow areas in the large circle). c) Our
depth-aware push-pull for an 8-pixel 1D image.

Inpainting will however have a problem with foreground objects. 300

For RGB images (top in Fig. 5, a), same as for the moments we use 301

(bottom in Fig. 5, a), there will be an unwanted gradient between 302

foreground appearance and background appearance as seen in the 303

second column. The third column shows the desired behavior: 304

inpainting the background. While we do not inpaint colours, but 305

moments, the problem –and solution– is the same. 306

We make use of the fact that the warping has marked holes but 307

also is filling them consistently with background depth (see section 308

Sec. 3.1). The assumption is that disoccluded pixels would rather 309

share statistics with the background than they would share with the 310

foreground. This is not universally true, but a heuristic. It would be 311

true for objects translating under an orthographic camera in front of 312

a planar background. When the object rotates, it would disocclude 313

parts of itself, which should belong to the foreground, an effect we 314

do not model. Under perspective, even without rotation, foreground 315

parts unobserved in the original view might become visible as well. 316

In both cases, our approach would allocate them to background, 317

shrinking the foreground object. 318

We adapt the push-pull to account for guidance by this depth 319

map as seen in Fig. 5, b: to fill a value, we pull from a region just 320

large enough to build statistics, but when doing so we ignore the 321

undefined pixel, as well as pixels belonging to the foreground, here, 322

yellow. 323

This is implemented as explained in Fig. 5, c. In the pull 324

phase, we consider always 2×2 pixels being combined into one. In 325

conventional push-pull, this is done by averaging all valid pixels 326

in each block of four. We instead first find the minimal depth 327

for the four-block. We then average those valid pixel values with 328

depths within a set threshold of the minimal depth in the block. 329
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Thus, moments from foreground objects never pollute background330

objects. Pseudo-code of both steps is given in Alg. 1.331

Note that the PUSH procedure in Alg. 1 operates on two332

adjacent levels of the MIP pyramid, one high-resolution and one333

4x lower resolution. The inputs to the procedure are the colour334

and validity values sampled from these two levels, as well as the335

parameter γ that controls the temporal stability of the output.336

Algorithm 1 Pull and push step of metameric inpainting.

1: procedure PULL(colours[4], depths[4], validity[4])
2: minDepth← min(depths)
3: for i ∈ [1,4] do
4: if depths[i] - minDepth > threshold then
5: validity[i]← 0
6: end if
7: end for
8: outcolour← mean(colours × validity)
9: outValidity← mean(validity)

10: outDepth← minDepth
11: return outcolour, outValidity, outDepth
12: end procedure
13: procedure PUSH(locolour, hicolour, hiValidity, γ)
14: hiValidity← pow(hiValidity, γ)
15: return mix(hicolour, locolour, hiValidity)
16: end procedure

We note that whilst [29] also take depth into account in their337

pull phase, their goal is different. They inpaint in a surfel-based338

rendering setting, and attempt to avoid using background surfels339

visible in the gaps between foreground surfels. As such their depth340

test is reversed compared to ours; that is, they only draw from341

locations close to the maximal depth (closest to the camera).342

3.4 Synthesis for hole-filling343

Finally, we can use the statistics to synthesise content in the
missing region, similarly to [48]. Given the statistics (µ,σ ) of each
component i, j of a steerable pyramid of l levels and b orientations,
and a noise function ξi, j the result is

r[x] = µl +
l−1

∑
i=0

b−1

∑
j=0

µi, j[x]+ξi, j[x] ·σi, j[x]

where µl represents the residual lowpass of the steerable pyramid.344

The noise function ξi, j filters white noise with the same steerable345

filters used to construct the i, j component of the pyramid, and346

scales it to a {-1,1} interval, allowing it to be shaped to fit the347

distribution described by µi, j,σi, j. The other pixels can be copied348

from the input image, speeding up the process in the GPU.349

3.4.1 Avoiding the Screen-door Effect350

Use of a static noise function ξ in the synthesis process can lead to351

a visual artefact where background objects move, but noise remains352

static. We here refer to this artefact as the screen-door effect, by353

analogy with the similar artefact seen in VR headsets [2]. Since this354

artefact cannot be communicated in static images, we encourage355

readers to view our included video.356

This effect can be mitigated by modifying the location at which357

the noise function ξ is sampled - i.e. at a screen location (x,y),358

we sample ξ (x+ δx,y+ δy) where (δx,δy) are the motion of359

the pixel at (x,y) since the last rendered frame. Since we inpaint360

disoccluded regions, the motion (δx,δy) may not be known and 361

must be estimated. 362

When warping using a motion field, we can also warp the 363

motion field and apply the same depth-aware inpainting process 364

used in Sec. 3.3.2 to estimate motion in the disoccluded regions. 365

At each successive inpainted frame the sampling locations are 366

iteratively moved along the motion field. 367

When warping using a 6DoF camera transform T (to inpaint 368

360 video for example) we make use of the inpainted depths 369

to determine an appropriate sampling location P◦T ◦P−1(x,y,z), 370

where P is the camera projection function. 371

4 RESULTS 372

Here, we provide results from our implementation for metameric 373

image inpainting. We implemented our inpainting approach in 374

Unity, which was also used to render 3D scenes to provide input for 375

the approach. All results reported here use four steerable pyramid 376

levels, with two orientations and 5×5 kernels, computed at a 377

resolution of 1024×1024 unless said otherwise. 378

To provide a fair evaluation of our method, we also compare our 379

method with state-of-the-art literature. Our comparison includes a 380

naïve approach and a deep learning-based approach. 381

Naïve approach. The chosen method for the naïve approach 382

is an algorithm called image-space reconstruction using push-pull 383

interpolation [15]. Their algorithm consists of a pull phase and a 384

subsequent push phase. The pull phase computes an image pyramid 385

of a visual by reducing the image size with a factor of two at each 386

step in the image pyramid. Down-sampling averages all valid pixels 387

in each 2×2 pixel block of the image. In the push phase, pixels at 388

each level interpolate the missing pixels in the original visual. We 389

implemented the work by push-pull to derive results for the naïve 390

approach (Fig. 6). 391

Deep learning based approaches. The image inpainting prob- 392

lem has garnered significant interest in the machine learning 393

communities in recent years. We compare our approach to three 394

deep-learning based inpainting methods, [44, 51, 52] Both [52] and 395

[51] are image-based approaches, which accept an image with a 396

binary mask, and inpaint the masked portions of the image. [44] 397

instead reconstructs and completes a 3D mesh of the scene, which 398

is then rendered to produce an output image or video sequence. 399

Note that we do not compare quantitatively to [44]; this is because 400

in practice their reconstructed mesh did not perfectly match the 401

original geometry, resulting in high LPIPS errors that did not reflect 402

the visual quality of the output. For all methods we use trained 403

models provided by the authors. Results are shown in Tbl. 1. 404

Image quality Metamerised images do not have a common 405

standard for image quality measurement purposes. 406

TABLE 1: LPIPS image error for
different scenes and methods.

Our PP [52] [51]

Castle .037 .050 .038 .044
Castle2 .025 .033 .025 .030
Garden .017 .023 .017 .023
Shed .012 .016 .013 .018
Skate .017 .015 .013 .015
Tunnel .009 .013 .010 .013

.019 .025 .019 .024

Comparing images 407

with metamerised 408

versions of the 409

same images is 410

not straightforward. 411

Nevertheless, we applied 412

LPIPS [53] to measure 413

the difference of several 414

methods. 415

The methods were 416

compared on a series 417

of photogrammetric recon- 418

structions of real scenes, 419
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mimicking the natural im-420

ages used to train the neural-network approaches. A breakdown is421

seen in Tbl. 1. In each case the LPIPS values are average results422

over a short 120-frame sequence rendered with each scene. LPIPS423

losses were computed over the disoccluded regions only, in order424

to prevent any small differences between warped and ground truth425

pixel values affecting the loss (this was achieved by setting pixels426

outside disoccluded regions to equal those in the ground truth427

images).428

TABLE 2: JOD values under [27] for
different scenes and methods.

Our PP [52] [51]

Castle 6.91 6.60 6.81 6.34
Castle2 7.41 7.27 7.35 6.76
Garden 7.75 7.66 7.71 6.96
Shed 7.93 7.85 7.84 6.86
Skate 8.02 7.84 7.95 7.21
Tunnel 7.99 7.77 7.66 7.94

7.67 7.50 7.56 6.85

We additionally429

compared the results430

of each method to the431

ground truth under the432

FovVideoVDP metric433

[27]. This is a perceptual434

metric of video quality,435

and tests for artefacts436

such as noise, or temporal437

flickering. This metric438

requires a model of439

the display used; for440

these tests, we used the441

“standard_fhd” model442

provided by the authors. Results are given as Just Objectionable443

Difference (JOD) values, which range from 0 to 10 (greater is444

better).445

Speed We evaluate the performance of our inpainting446

implementation discussed in Sec. 3 compared to the clas-447

sic push pull work by Gortler et al. [15] and a neural448

network-based inpainting approach by Yu et al. [52] (Tbl. 3).449

These results were obtained on a machine using an NVIDIA450

RTX 2070 GPU and an AMD Ryzen 3700X processor.451

TABLE 3: Compute time.

Res. Time

Ours (5 lev.) 5122 6.58 ms
10242 17.86 ms
20482 59.52 ms

Ours (3 lev.) 5122 5.75 ms
10242 16.56 ms
20482 57.80 ms

Push-pull 5122 1.47 ms
10242 2.56 ms
20482 8.70 ms

Neural net. >1 s

We note that both push-452

pull and our own approach453

are more than an order454

of magnitude faster than455

the neural network ap-456

proaches, and thus far bet-457

ter suited to real-time ap-458

plications. It is challeng-459

ing to directly compare to460

[44], as this method gener-461

ates an inpainted 3D mesh462

through a computationally463

expensive process taking464

several minutes, but this465

mesh can then be rendered466

at interactive rates. How-467

ever we note that any significant change to scene geometry or468

viewpoint would necessitate regenerating this mesh, making it469

unsuited to interactive 3D applications. By comparison to push-470

pull, our approach is roughly six times slower, owing mainly to the471

need to inpaint multiple pyramid levels rather than a single frame.472

We also compared our modified warping approach described473

in Sec. 3.1 to the naïve approach of discarding overly stretched474

triangles (rather than rendering them to produce estimates of the475

background depth).476

Both approaches were implemented in shader code within the477

Unity game engine. In practice, the runtime of both approaches478

was identical. In principle the naïve approach discards triangles,479

reducing the rendering cost. However, only a very small proportion480

of the total triangles are affected, and this did not have a measurable 481

impact on frame rate, even at high resolutions. 482

5 USER STUDY 483

We conducted a user study to validate our hypothesis outlined 484

in Sec. 3; that metameric image inpainting can be perceived as 485

a closer approximation of a complete image than colour-based 486

inpainting when both are visualised for a short amount of time. 487

A total of N = 11 participants were recruited to carry out the 488

experiment using a desktop-based Unity3D application. All of the 489

experiments were carried out using the same screen and viewing 490

distance to ensure comparable conditions. We compared having a 491

ground truth video sequence to warping and inpainting using: push- 492

pull interpolation [15], and metameric inpainting. To the best of our 493

knowledge, there is no published neural network-based approach 494

that works in real time that could be included in this comparison 495

for the video resolution used in our study (2048×2048). 496

Protocol Participants were shown pairs of videos, time-divided, 497

for 3 seconds each with a randomised display order. Videos were 498

presented to users on a 27" FHD monitor, placed approximately 499

70cm away from the participants. All participants used the same 500

display setup. Videos contained circular motion parallel to the 501

image plane, revealing small (S) or large (L) disoccluded regions 502

to be inpainted with each method. We included these variants to 503

evaluate if the size of disocclusion had any effect on the success of 504

each method. So for a total of six method-combinations (Reference, 505

PP, Ours, with small and large disocclusions, only comparing within 506

same size), users were shown six example scenes with two repeats, 507

for a total of seventy-two decisions per participant. Participants 508

were asked to choose which image they preferred from each pair 509

(2AFC). Subjects were primed to consider “artifacts” and “overall 510

quality”. 511

Analysis Fig. 7 summarises preferences as probabilities for 512

each combination. For each pair we perform a binomial test to 513

check significance compared to chance. In all cases participants 514

distinguished the inpainted stimuli from reference, though with 515

a stronger effect size for PP compared to Ours. We find that our 516

approach is preferred over PP in both small and large disocclusions 517

with significant effects. This verifies our hypothesis that our 518

approach produces inpainted content that is perceived as more 519

plausible than previous work. Moreover, during post-experience 520

interviews, subjects mentioned that metameric inpainting performed 521

best when they were not looking directly at the inpainted regions, 522

i.e. when happening in the periphery. The next section will discuss 523

this in further detail, and how this can be applied to real use-case 524

scenarios. 525

Foveated display application Metameric inpainting is best suited 526

for peripheral vision, where the HVS is challenged to tell metamers 527

from a reference [12, 48]. When we use them in the fovea as well, 528

that is due to the lack of any better alternative, but we do not claim 529

that they are perceived equivalently to a reference, only better than 530

push-pull would be. 531

Foveated displays such as the Varjo XR-3, however, very well 532

fit the metameric assumptions. They combine two displays, one 533

with a high pixel density to be shown to the fovea and one with a 534

lower pixel density shown to the periphery. These two displays are 535

combined optically. When we reduce the image compute frequency 536

of the peripheral display (for example from 90 to 30 Hz) we can 537

use warping-based temporal upsampling [5, 6] with metameric 538

inpainting to go back to 90 Hz. The foveal display keeps the 539
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Fig. 6: Comparison of our metameric image inpainting method with push-pull [15] and a deep learning-based approach [52]. The first
row shows the warped frame with a checkerboard to reveal disocclusions. Columns two, three and four are push-pull, NN and our method
while the last column shows the reference of the target frame. Overall, our approach fares equally well or better than a NN while being
two orders of magnitude faster. Please see the text in Sec. 6 for a detailed discussion.

[Scenes created by aurelien_martel@SketchFab, noxfcna@sketchfab, artfletch@sketchfab]

https://sketchfab.com/aurelien_martel
https://sketchfab.com/noxfcna@sketchfab
https://sketchfab.com/artfletch@sketchfab
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Fig. 7: Preferences as proportions for different forced binary
choices between different treatments. All statements significant to
p < .0001.

original 90 Hz. Like this, central vision is unaffected and the540

periphery sees a metamer it cannot distinguish from the reference.541

We simulate appearance on a Varjo XR-3 in Fig. 9. We see that542

fixating the image center, a metameric warping is similar to the543

reference, while it is not for push-pull which appears blurry.544

A limitation of this approach is that a foveated display will545

always show an optically band-limited version of the metamer, and546

hence can never fully match the reference in the periphery. Still,547

the frequency range present is sufficient to outperform push-pull.548

6 DISCUSSION549

Our user study confirmed our hypothesis that metameric inpainting550

produces more plausible inpainted content than pull-push. This551

section will discuss the results of our quantitative comparison to552

other approaches, and show some specific examples.553

In the quantitative comparison in Tbl. 1, our approach out-554

performs the others on all but one of the compared scenes. This555

is despite our method being more than an order of magnitude556

faster than the deep learning-based methods. As might be expected,557

methods [51, 52] suffer from flickering in the output videos, as558

they have no mechanism to enforce temporal consistency. This559

is reflected in their lower scores in Tbl. 2. [44] produced results560

with much better temporal consistency, but occasionally inaccurate561

geometry would be produced in the inpainted regions, harming the562

perceived quality of the results. Full results and videos are included563

in the supplemental material.564

A comparison between our approach and naïve inpainting can565

be seen in Fig. 8. In both scenes, metameric inpainting is able to566

fill in the disoccluded region with plausible texture content that567

matches its surroundings, while not introducing unrealistic artifacts.568

Notably, our approach produces sharper outlines on foreground569

objects, and specially on the example to the right, is able to closely570

simulate the textured background. These examples also demonstrate571

how when located in the periphery, our approach is less noticeable572

than PP.573

Fig. 6 shows an in-depth comparison between our approach574

and the proposed alternatives. Here we compare to [52], the575

deep learning approach that performed best in the quantitative576

comparison. Our approach does not distort the shape of foreground577

objects when inpainting background. On the Treehouse example,578

we can see the PP approach and [52] distorting the shape of the tree579

and wood beams, while ours preserves it. Similarly on the church,580

with the chandelier beams being distorted by these approaches.581

When comparing only to the PP approach, the teaser figure shows582

the flowers bleeding into the background, and both examples on583

Fig. 8 show similar foreground distortion effects. While [52] was584

able to better predict the wood texture on the treehouse, and create585

a more plausible result on the church, the results produced by our 586

metameric inpainting are plausible synthesised textures, blending 587

well with the environment and approximating the ground truth. A 588

similar effect can be seen in Figure Fig. 6, b, with the content 589

disoccluded by the pillar, and with the background of Fig. 8 d. The 590

Japanese House scene shows an example of a failure case of [52], 591

which predicted nonexistent objects in the disoccluded region. Our 592

approach is able to produce correct textures for the wall section 593

behind the pillar, with the higher frequency content being more in 594

line with the reference than push-pull. 595

Limitations Our approach for temporal stability addresses the 596

locality issue of push pull. However, new content being revealed as 597

the size of disocclusions increases will inevitably introduce sudden 598

changes in the calculated statistics, and the inpainted content. 599

However, this limitation is only visible in large disocclusions, 600

which are not the typical use cases discussed in this paper, or the 601

highlighted applications. Even so, our approach was still found to be 602

better than pull-push on large disocclusions. However, addressing 603

these limitations would allow more freedom of movement in 604

applications such as 6-DoF for 360 content or free viewpoint 605

video for lumigraphs. 606

As seen in Fig. 10, we are not able to address the limitation 607

of push pull of not being able to reproduce sharp edges in the 608

disoccluded region, even if we correctly reproduce nearby textured 609

patterns. Such scenarios are able to be addressed in offline methods 610

(e.g. neural network approaches), and should be investigated for 611

real-time in future work. 612

Finally, warping itself is subject to a number of limitations 613

that cannot be overcome by our method such as handling of anti- 614

aliased edges, motion blur or depth-of-field. We note, however, 615

that anti-aliasing can be applied to the output of our approach, for 616

example by rendering at a higher resolution and downsampling, 617

or by applying any post-processing anti-aliasing approach such as 618

Fast Approximate Anti-Aliasing [26]. Other post-processing effects 619

(e.g. depth-based fog) could also be added at this stage. 620

7 CONCLUSIONS 621

We have proposed a method to combine the speed of classic 622

RGB push-pull inpainting [15] with the quality of structured 623

inpainting [3]. The neurophysiology of human perception inspires 624

our proposal, which postulates the visual system to operate on 625

statistics of features [48]. Hence, holes should not be filled with 626

colours that agree with their surroundings, but with a pattern with 627

the same statistics. Our approach provides a practical method to do 628

so. 629

We inherit the typical limitations of warping, struggling with 630

anti-aliasing, specular shading and transparent objects. Also, our 631

approach is slower than push-pull on RGB, given that more 632

calculations are needed. Usefulness depends on the application, the 633

size of the warp (and hence the size of the holes), and the cost 634

of rendering. Future work could combine foveated rendering and 635

foveated inpainting. 636

We believe various applications such as depth image-based 637

rendering, 6-DoF rendering, and remote rendering-streaming can 638

take advantage of our method, which combines high-performance 639

computation and perceptual principles. 640
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Fig. 8: Comparison between push-pull [15] (top) and ours (bottom) on a variety of additional scenes. [Scenes created by
bastienBGR@SketchFab and aurelien_martel@SketchFab]
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